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Tutorial 3: Shortest path 
Artificial Intelligence 

G.Guérard 

Les étudiants doivent faire des groupes de 3-4 afin de faire un brainstorming pour chaque 

exercice. Il n’est pas demandé aux étudiants d’avoir une connaissance parfaite de la théorie, vous 

devez les guider afin qu’ils trouvent une solution aux problèmes. Vous pouvez commencer le TP 

par de simples questions de cours. 

 

Exercise 1 
The air company Europa serves various European 

cities. The table below gives against the flight times 

between these cities. 

• How to determine the fastest route between two 

cities? 

• How to modify the previous method to take into 

account the duration of stops in different cities? 

  A B C D E 

A   1h30 2h00   2h15 

B 1h40       3h00 

C 2h20     2h55   

D     3h20   1h05 

E 2h25 3h10 1h10     
 

Solution 
Simply draw the graph, whose vertices are cities and arcs the routes of the company, valuated each 

arc length of the corresponding flight. A shortest path algorithm then solves the problem. 

To take into account the durations of stopover, two methods are possible: Edit the previous 

algorithm, including in arcs the cost of stopover OR: each vertex is duplicated; an arc between them 

represents the stopover of the corresponding city. 

 

 

Exercise 2 
We want to build a new plant in the following network, nodes are places and links represents costs to 

send energy from one place to another: 
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Based on Dijkstra algorithm, propose a method to find the best place to build the plant, and then 

solve the problem with your method. Solve the problem with Floyd-Warshall algorithm. 

Solution 
We have to compute Dijkstra for each node (at source node). Once the tree of paths is created, sum 

the cost of all paths from any node to the source node (sum the last shortest paths array). The best 

place is the minimum total weight of all Dijkstra occurrences. With Floyd-Warshall, the pseudo-

closure matrix contains all arrays, just sum the inputs of each array and find the minimum. 

 

Exercise 3 
A robot moves in the following environment. It starts from the node labeled start and needs to reach 

the node labeled end. The environment is continuous and the scale is supplied on the figure. 

Considering the robot is a point, what is the shortest path from Start to End. 

 

Solution 
Compute the Euclidian distance between the nodes. Draw the graph and apply Dijsktra’s algorithm to 

find the shortest path from the node Star to the node End. Then draw the path on the figure. 

𝑤(𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡, 1) = √5; w(Start, 2) = √29; w(1,3) = √26; 𝑤(1,2) = √18; 𝑤(2,3) = √8; 𝑤(2, 𝑒𝑛𝑑) =

√17; 𝑤(3, 𝑒𝑛𝑑) = √5. 
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Shortest path Start 1 2 3 End 

Init 0 inf inf inf inf 

Start - √5 √29 inf inf 

1 - - √29 √5+√26 inf 

2 - - - √5+√26 √29+√17 

3 - - - - √29+√17 

The shortest path is Start-2-End. 

 

Exercise 4 

 

Propose an algorithm to solve any maze based on search tree. Propose an algorithm to find a 

minimum path in any maze based on our previous one. Solve this problem with Dijkstra. Considering 

the maze is not known, do the algorithms still work? How to proceed? 

Solution 
The maze can be represented by a graph. The first way is to consider the maze as a matrix 10*5. At 

each case, there is a node. Each node is link to adjacent node (case) if there is no wall in the maze. 

The algorithm have to found a path from node (1,1) to node (10,5). For this, you can use any graph 

traversal algorithm (Depth-first, breadth-first etc).  Each link has a weigh equal to 1. You can use 

Dijkstra’s algorithm on this graph. 

The other way is to represent intersections; entrance, end as node, and two nodes are linked if it 

exists a direct path between the intersections in the maze.  Graph traversal algorithms are the same. 

For Dijkstra, edges are weighted by the length from a node to another. 
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Graph traversal algorithm works in any maze, they construct a tree on the way, but this version of 

Dijkstra only works on this maze. In order to work in any graph, Dijkstra explore ways until end or 

another intersection, then valid the shortest known path. At the new node, we explore each new 

ways until end or an intersect, then we valuate way in function of the distance, etc. The algorithm is 

the same as Dijkstra, the only difference is that the graph is constructed at each iteration by the best 

local choice. This version of Dijkstra is similar to Branch & Bound method. 

 

 

Exercise 5 
Considering the graph in exercise 1, edges are directed from left to right (or up to down) and weights 

are decreased by 4. How to find a minimal path from A to F? Solve it. 

Solution 
Apply Bellman on this graph (A node is locked only if all its predecessors are locked). 
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 A B C D E F 

init 0 inf inf inf inf inf 

A,0 - -1 1 5 inf inf 

B, -1 - - -2 -1 2 inf 

C, -2 - - - -4 0 inf 

D, -4 - - - - -6 -6 

E, -6 - - - - - -6 

F - - - - - - 

 


